
Under the same moon / directUnder the same moon / directed bed by Patriciay Patricia
RiggenRiggen
After his grandmother dies, a Mexican boy attempts to cross
the border to the United States to reunite with his mother
who has been working as a maid.

InfiltrInfiltratators / directors / directed bed by Cristina Ibarry Cristina Ibarra, Alea, Alexx
RivRivereraa
In order to stop unjust deportations, two activists get
themselves arrested and sent to a detention center where
they work to free the other detainees

SentSentencence / directe / directed bed by Rudy Vy Rudy Valdealdezz
The story of Cindy Shank, a mother of three who is serving a
fifteen-year sentence in federal prison for her role with a
Michigan drug ring

Dolores / producDolores / produced bed by Brian Benson; directy Brian Benson; directeded
bby Pety Peter Brer Brattatt
Chronicles the life of Dolores Huerta, an American labor and
civil rights activist
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Mosquita y Mari / directMosquita y Mari / directed bed by Ay Aurorurora Guerreroa Guerrero
Follows a pair of Latina teens who gradually fall in love
despite their differences

WWe the animals / directe the animals / directed bed by Jeremiah Zagary Jeremiah Zagar
Follows the intense family life of three brothers living in the
shadow of their parents' passionate love, and their own
profound sense of family unity and belonging

Spare parts / directSpare parts / directed bed by Sean McNamary Sean McNamaraa
True story of four high school students who form a robotics
club to compete against the country's reigning robotics
champion, MIT

East Side sushi / directEast Side sushi / directed bed by Anthony Anthony Lucy Luceroero
An Hispanic single mother with excellent knife skills from
tending her fruit cart for years, attempts to become a sushi
chef, but finds her gender and ethnicity work against her

QuincQuinceañereañera / directa / directed bed by Richard Glatzy Richard Glatzerer
After she discovers she is pregnant just before her fifteenth
birthday, Magdalena is kicked out of her home by her family,
but she is taken in by her great-granduncle and troubled gay
cousin

Curse oCurse of La Llorona / directf La Llorona / directed bed by Michaely Michael
ChaChavveses
A social worker fights the evil spirit called La Llorona who
attacks and drowns small children

MachetMachete / directe / directed bed by Ethan Maniquis,y Ethan Maniquis,
Robert RodrigueRobert Rodriguezz
A former Mexican federal agent is out for revenge after he
was double-crossed and left for dead

Real wReal women haomen havve cure curvves / directes / directed bed byy
Patricia CardosoPatricia Cardoso
In East Los Angeles, an 18-year-old struggles between her
ambitions of going to college and the desires of her
domineering mother for her to get married, have children,
and oversee the small, rundown family-owned textile factory.

SpSpy kids / directy kids / directed bed by Robert Rodriguey Robert Rodriguezz
Two retired spies are kidnapped and it's up to their children
to rescue them

Frida / directFrida / directed bed by Julie Tay Julie Tayymormor
Portrayal of the life, career, and death of famous Mexican
painter Frida Kahlo
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